
ROBERT RlID ON THE ACLU 

Robert Reid's coiumn on the ACLU is unfair. It misleads and misrepresents on 

a matter blown entirely out of proportion by self—seeking politicians and Ulm thus 

becomes part of their political campaign. In effect, it is an attack on our Consti-

tution, particularly its Bill of Rights. And it represents a cardinal journalistic 

sin, being based on a single, second—hand source and even then, that is second—hand, 

too.. quoted from "conservative columnist Patrick

/ 

 J. BuchanL cutting from writings 

by Heritage Foundation scholar William A. Dona" 

Is it possible that so experienced a journalist as Mr. Reid can't read the 

briefs filed by the ACLU for himself and give his own interpretations or opinions 
S/ 

and instead accepts without question the dubious ver#ions of a biased source, a 

right—wing think tank, retailed by an even more biased source, Mr. Buchanan, who 

does not represent mainstream conservative thinking and belief but is more extreme. 

From Mr. Reid's colt= your readers are led to believe that the ACLU is a 

political monolith, is against reliig.ion, for murderers and Communists, for porno-

graphers, would subject our children to evil influences, is for trug usage, and, his 

words, wAnta "all criminals except murderers to be given suspended sentences," 

The American Civil jiberties &ion is many things, a small national office 

and various local office, throughout all oulretates. Most of its litigation is 
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handled by established lawyers who are not in its employ and work tro\tiglir; in the 

public interest and without fee. Most are from established law firms and a rather 

high propprtiontlfrom prestimious law firms. Therake cases that involve basic 

Constitutional principles, often dealing with civil and human rights. 

The Maryland ACLU recently won a case for prisoners in the Dorchester ueunty 

jail. This did not mean that they defended murder or rape or child molestation or 

robbery. They were, in fact, defending the Constitution and the rights of all under 

it. There is no such thing as a Constitutional right that applies to one person only. 

The Dorchester jail housed three prisoners in six-by-seven-foot cells, without 
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adellate ventilation even when the outside temperature was 100 degrees. The federal 

court held this to be cruel and unusual punishment and a denial of rights under the 

Uonatitutionat held those i jail conditions "shock the conscience" and"shatter any 

standard of human decency." 

-Nis, like the other cases the ACLU takes, is the e 
c
t opposite of Mir: Reid's 

„tleedingheart4  
representation of "left-wing, kfiiii=jerkingpliberals (in) this freakish outfit whose 

very canons outrage traditional" Americanism. He is, in fact, entirely ignorant of 

the real ACLU. With ,ihich, it happens, I also have disagreed from time to time. 

In the Dorchester case, as in all others, the ACLU was representing basic American 

principles, not murderers or rapist It is, alas, mr. Reid who departs from these 

principles in his unfairness and misrepresentations. 

Is the ACLU "left-wing, bleeding -heart, knee jerking liberals" in representing 

Oliver }forth; Not at all. Odd that hr. Reid overlobiked this and so 'lanky other cases 

like it. The Aga' was defending the Constitutional right against selfleincrimination. 

The national office of the ACLU, despite the strong opposition of some of its 

state branches, recently proposed and got enacted an exemption from most:,of the 

provisions of the Freedom of Information Act, with which I've had much experienoe. 

Is this knee-jerking liberal am" of in any way "left-wing"?" 

The rights of all of us, under our Constitutibn and law, are endaegereg when 

the rights of any one are violated. It is not with bishops that these rights ace 
J/T1-44- 1,4 

wiailate4 but worst-often with criminals and thus, in those cases, the rights of all 

have boen affirmed. 

In a current case, "bleeding-heart," perhaps, the acla represents the parents 

of a fourth-grader the State of New Hampshire wants to administer drugs to against 

their wishes and objections. 

'Wan it be that 	Reid is so young he knows nothing about the representation of 

Communists in the courts and theigrinciples of law and Constitution involved in them? 

Does he not know that the most eminent Republican of his time, Wendell Willkie(right), 

that outstanding and wealthy capitalist find public-utilities lawyer, took the William 



Schneiderman case to the supreme Court and won? 

Can he be so oblivious to what is currently on TV that he did not see the 

comservative movie actor, Burt Lancaster, who is currently supporting George Bush, 

on TV to denounce the misrepresentations about the "outfit" of which he, too, is a 

"card-Carrying member?" 

Too many of -see have of forgotten the real basic American principles about which 

they prate, mistaking their own, often narrow, beliefs for these great and always-

endangered principles, our charter of freedom, what distingjished us from the 0 
SolvrT/ 	004 

rest of the world 2004 years ago. And too many never understood Wer charter of 

rights and freedom. 

As a matter of law and Constitution, Mr. Reid's ride and those of these papers 
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depend on the legal rights of ponographers because the law applies\cm0ally to all. 

"Equal Justice Under Law" is the motto over the Supreme Court building. The ACLU 

lip lawyers are not depending pornography andi contrary to 4r. Reid's representation, 

do not espouse peznagrri&phr. They are addressing basic legal principles, the ER= of 

the law, which can be applied to others, not only pornographers. The same is true of 

the movie film ratings system. They do not endorse L-rated films. 

Mr. Reid omits the fact, reported elsewhere, that the ACLU also represents the 

Catholic church where such principles are involved. 3firt-catWee36y-Zewieh-lowyere 

ea It is neither for nor against Catholics. It defends a=lagel principlaie 
4ps 	Th. Kick. 	14-44 qm.fil 	it pi-Q/7i_ otir. 	- 

It oughttliot be strange to &r. keid that some of us do things from •rinci 

and that this is essential to our system of justice. I, for example, was James Marl 

' .)11 ite..01 1-- iirA 

would get a trial.'Imagine, an American accused of a heinous crime, w • was in jail for 
co 

the rest of his life, without having had a trial.I conducted the inveatigation0hat got 

him a hearing on this and for that hearing. And that judge actually hel\ that Ray's 

guilt or innocenceWal4MMa'karial. ibis dosAnot\mean that I aolcor murder 	was 

against Dr.and neither i.s true. It w 	on ens l that I wanted our system o work. 

And like the 11U's lawyers, 1  d4d it without Ce- nee 

Ray's 	 to determine, whether pr not he investigator. Myinvestigation got\him a hearing 
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It is a sad commentary on where we are when in a campaign for the moat important 
Avirc 

office in the free world such utter dishonesty, such relatbvely trivial and grossly 

misrepresented matters become' a major factor and thereby Jimisui3d to avoid all the 

tAuly great issues that confront us today. 

This kind of thing, of which 	hss made himself and these papers part, 

corrupts the political process and thus really su4rts it. This is no way for the 

people to decide who should be president. But if it were, where is the reporting of 

Mr. Bush's past, including as head of the CIA, when a man close to him, Felix Rod-

riguez, formerly CIA, admitted in a recent UPI story thS4-he sheltered a convicted 

terrorist who'd bloW,(;p an airplane and killed more than 70 people? This is not news 

but that Mr. Dukakis is a ler of an organization that upholds the Constitution and 

our laws makes him a danger to the country is news? Or fair commentary? 

thy does not Mr. Reid inveigh against the pr4sent 4tirattorney general, in "r. 

Bush's government, who was a director of the Pittsburgh ACLU until he assumed res-

ponsibilities that led him to resign? 

The aCLU is not liberal or conservative, not l‘epublicanp or Democratic, although 

00110 
it ]4dhada-aret-aimusys has had members in ifei governments of all levels and parties. 

Appealing to prejudice and ignorance, disfrting, misrepresenting and inflaming, 

do,  
particularly during a political campaign, ma not good or traditional American 

journalism or commentary. 

ivid in my reporting days, it was traditional that we went to origin' ;4(cwroee, 

did not quOle some partisan's 	presentation of them and pretend that the mis- 

representation was the real thing. 

often and spent many unpleasant and time-consuming hours ving up to this, our old 
CAPIA--/ 

and fine tradition. a result, under the dchEP:ervattla of a column, he has become a 

disguised political partisan, slipping up on the blind side of his readers to 

promote one candidate by an unfair diatribe against the other. 

Surely in his past 	Reid has done as I did so 


